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Joni Mitchell is Canadian singer-songwriter and one of the most influential musicians of all
time. Drawing from folk, pop, rock, and jazz, Mitchell’s songs reflect social and environmental
ideals as well as her feelings about romance, confusion, disillusionment, and joy.
One of the most important female recording artist of the last 50 years Joni Mitchell began
singing in small nightclubs in her hometown of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and throughout
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western Canada, before busking in the streets and nightclubs of Toronto, Ontario. In 1965,
she moved to the United States and began touring.

C A N Y O N

Settling in Southern California, Mitchell, with popular songs like “Big Yellow Taxi” and
“Woodstock”, helped define an era and a generation. Mitchell’s fifth album, For the Roses,
was released in 1972. She then switched labels and began exploring more jazz-influenced
melodic ideas, by way of lush pop textures, on 1974’s Court and Spark, which featured the
radio hits “Help Me” and “Free Man in Paris” and became her best-selling album. Mitchell is
the sole producer credited on most of her albums, including all her work in the 1970s. A blunt
critic of the music industry, she quit touring and released her 17th, and reportedly last, album
of original songs in 2007. With roots in visual art, Mitchell has designed most of her own
album covers. She describes herself as a “painter derailed by circumstance”. This is her story.
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• Her 1971 album Blue is often cited as one of the best albums of all time; it was rated
the 30th best album ever made in Rolling Stone’s list of the “500 Greatest Albums of
All Time”, the highest entry by a female artist.
• In 2000, The New York Times chose Blue as one of the 25 albums that represented
“turning points and pinnacles in 20th-century popular music”.
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• She has won nine Grammy Awards.
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• Rolling Stone called her “one of the greatest songwriters ever”.
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Instead, they would play the long game, gradually infiltrating

she heard the song. Of course she wanted to sing it, sing its words

listeners’ lives so that her music would become the soundtrack

of gentle wonderment at illusion and disillusion.

counts: firstly, it was very light, a not inconsiderable improvement

to their everyday existence.

Joni’s cover art showed a picture of her in a large-brimmed straw
hat, immediately reminiscent of the early days of her career.

And yet, the whirling pools of Joni’s character would never allow

acoustic, but at least she was still playing. She had been inspired

aving reached the end of her high school

She had fallen for the cliché, and another dramatic and painful

It proved difficult to get a record deal for this beautifully gifted

her to ‘forgive’ Judy for whatever harm she felt had been done to

to play gigs with Brian, to be seen on television with him.

career after re-sitting physics, chemistry and

experience that she would try to exorcise in her songs. And when

and hard-working woman. The folk revival had withered on the

her song – perhaps it was too saccharine a rendition for its more

H

she realised that she had the ability to do just that, she understood

stalk giving way to rock ‘n’ roll, so Joni was swimming against

abrasive author – despite the fact that the recording was the initial

In 1996 – the year that Wayne Shorter’s wife of 25 years died

that whatever happened, she was master of her own liberation.

the tide, and even though the executives thought that their

propulsion beneath Joni’s rise to stardom. She would, grudgingly,

in a plane crash – Joni won two Grammys for Best Pop Album

wives would enjoy the music, no one wanted to sign her. What

accept that if there had been a turning point in her life it came with

and best Album Packaging for Turbulent Indigo, as well as the

at the Alberta College of Art and Design in Calgary, she

Alone now and pregnant, she would need all her musical skills

found herself splashing around in a sea of minimalism

to stay alive. She sang to eat and scrape a living at the best of

and commercialism when she craved to explore the

the worst clubs, unable to afford the fees for the musician’s

did wives know, after all.

Joni had been convinced that it would not be long before she

her best in which she used her new guitar synthesiser for a jazzy
sound that sometimes almost ranged into the orchestral. Critics

Tom Rush played in. She also confessed, referring to Both Side, Now,

number 161 in the US charts.

noted the red threads stretching back to The Hissing of Summer
Lawns and the Hejira albums; the sound was also sparse, shades

union. She attracted help; people remembered her as being not

would be unemployed again, as folk music was on its last legs,

that she “would have liked to have sung it myself”, primarily because

only beautiful but kind and vulnerable, as though her trials and

and she was not prepared to share her meagre gains with Elliot

she would have liked to have been the one to “have swung it”.

As she embarked on her latest album, her voice

studies, although not her love of painting.

tribulations had blunted her sharp edges.

And not only that.

by ageing vocal cords, and the soprano range

of Hejira, and Wayne Shorter was singled out for his playing.

was not only assaulted by nicotine but now

or anyone else. Nonetheless, they toured together for a month

vanished for ever.

that she took from those early days was that “the bulk of the

On the 19th of February 1965, she gave birth to a daughter,

Reviews were favourable, some considering the album one of

Gemini Award in Canada and the Polar Music Prize in Sweden.
She released a greatest hits album, which floundered around at

messy depths of human emotions, love especially, and

It was around this time that she finally bought a guitar and a

133,000 sales.

the recording of her songs by Tom Rush and Judy Collins, and that
as the songwriter, she was then able to play in some of the clubs that

relationships. She held on for a year before abandoning her

and then she agreed that they could work together. One lesson

Released in September 1998, it eventually found
a home on slot 75 of the American charts, with

maths exams, the only way forward that Joni
could see led through art school, which she
financed through fashion modelling. Yet even

remained of her core players, now joined by Brian Blade on drums.

considering she had back problems, and secondly it enabled her
to program all of her tunings. True, the sound was digital and not

Pete Seeger instruction record. But her left-hand, weakened by

Kelly Dale Anderson. Unsure what to do, without the money for

people, the mass of the people, really, cannot formulate their own

Judy Collins was responsible for another brief but passionate

polio, hampered her. Quickly bored with following the rules,

the rent, she gave Kelly into the care of foster parents, certain

opinion”. From that point on, she would try to formulate it for them.

period in Joni’s life, one which would affect her musical life

Joni had funnelled her contempt for the music business into the
lyrics; “I’m a runaway from the record biz, from the hoods in the
hood and the whiny white kids” she writes on the title track, a

Re-enthused by Brian Blade, she and the drummer began

business in which “every song (is) just a one night stand”, and

she invented her own and applied them to her guitar playing

only, that going back to her parents was not an option. At that

deeply, when Judy persuaded the organisers of the Newport

making frequent trips to the studio. From their collaboration,

with Don now a permanent fixture in life, it was no surprise that

and her singing. She practised singing in a low voice until her

moment, the world seemed a terrifying place and her path

1967 was the same year that she wrote what was, perhaps, the

Festival to allow Joni and another young singer to perform there.

emerged a new album; Taming the Tiger. There had been an

she came out with My Best to You, a song from one of the earliest

octaves helped fuse her sound into a unique style, and then,

obscured and equally terrifying. Kelly looked like her mother.

most iconic song of her career, inspired by the Saul Bellow novel

The singer’s name was Leonard Cohen.

expectation that she would never release another album with

western singing groups, Sons of the Pioneers.

along to audition for John Uren’s Depression Club in Calgary.

At this low point, she met the tall and handsome American Chuck

was a classic excavation of a theme through several reprises, a

At the time, Cohen was known as a poet and novelist rather than

Orleans Jazz Festival was going to be her swan song.

Her love songs on this occasion are far from the happy ever after

It was there, on September the 13th 1964, that she started out

Mitchell, already an established folksinger and older than she.

method of song construction that Joni would often use. Chuck

a musician, and at 33 years of age, he was nine years older than
Joni Mitchell. His musicianship was hardly likely to impress the

By the time Taming the Tiger was taking shape in the studio,

“There is no centre to my life”, and the other, Love Puts on a New

young girl, but as a wordsmith she fell under his spell. She heard

something momentous had occurred in the singer’s life. Joni had

Face, takes a romantic occasion and splashes it with cynicism, so that

on her musical career playing three sets a night. She displayed

There was a hope in her mind that after she had moved in with him

the same confidence, the same complicated hide-and-seek

in Detroit, they would perform as a duo and then rescue Kelly when

personality that would affect everyone she met.

She also became pregnant.

new material, especially as she had indicated that the New

Henderson the Rain King; it was called Both Sides, Now and

armed with a selection of folk songs, took the entire package

had dismissed the song when he heard it.

stable; one is a song of love lost, Man from Mars, without whom

they had enough money. Love there was, but not enough to stretch

Al Kooper, on the other hand, musician and producer and a

him sing Suzanne, and in common with the rest of the world,

been in contact with her daughter; Kilauren Gibb. Kilauren had

when the lover says he wishes she were there with him, she replies

it out over a lifetime. Chuck would drop sarcastic comments about

master at spotting and utilising a fleeting opportunity, knew that

she loved it. Suddenly, she felt that all her songs were naive in

contacted Joni’s manager and left a message. Joni called back

“send me some pictures then, and I’ll paint pyrotechnic explosions of

her country girl, kitsch roots, and the barbs struck home dragging

he had heard a winning song when Joni played it to him at 3

comparison, and coming up against Cohen not only made her

and left one of her own; “Hi, it’s Joni. Please call me. I’m here. I’m

your autumn till we meet again”, before confessing that she misses

o’clock in the morning in her apartment at 41 W. 16th Street. And

feel humble, it made her realise she had to raise the standard of

overwhelmed”.

his touch and embrace, but expressing her doubts about her feelings

he knew what to do next. He grabbed the phone. Judy Collins

her songwriting.

her resentment into the years that followed.
She’d met tall and amiable Brad McMath in art school at a

because “Love puts on a new face… Love has many faces”. Hopefully
They met in March 1997 in Los Angeles. It was to prove as

Don was not too discouraged when he heard it.

time when she was ready to lose her virginity. They were not a

Joni, a cigarette permanently dangling from her lips, cheered

answered. Joni played again. She knew, of course, that for a

couple; “It was my own stupid fault” she mused later.

up the dull apartment in Detroit with second-hand furniture and

songwriter on the way upwards, but surviving from one gig to

Like Collins, Cohen, too, would later feel the sting of her

volatile a relationship as any that Joni had with men, the

materials in green hues. They made a little money, but Kelly’s fate

another, despite her songs being performed by the likes of Buffy

caustic sarcasm when she dismissed him as a “boudoir poet”,

similarities between mother and daughter destined to cause rifts.

Bob Dylan had been on a never-ending tour since 1988, and 10

The Taming the Tiger album whittled down the number of

with the loud, “masculine” sound on the stages that the guys

musicians again; this time only Landau, Klein and Shorter

loved but which kept bouncing back at her; so she turned hers

They left Calgary for Toronto, and then Brad left her for California.

hung like an ominous cloud over their lives. Finally, the decision

Sainte-Marie, Judy Collins could swing doors open wide. Judy

disappointed that he had used others’ words, gasping, almost,

Collins was making an album, and she was thunderstruck when

for originality, although she did so increasingly herself. She

years later, Joni joined him on the road. She would have no truck
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Portrait of Joni Mitchell, 1968

Portrait of Mitchell taken at the Bel Air Hotel November 30,
1996
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